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Appendix 1. The evolution of Accreditation Canada’s Required Organizational Practices (ROPs), with a focus on 
medication-related ROPs.
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Appendix 2. Standard rating scale for implementation of options to attain compliance with Required Organizational
Practices.
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Appendix 3. Example of data entry page for a specific Required Organizational Practice (ROP) for Site A (zoom-in view).
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Appendix 4. Example of data entry page for a specific Required Organizational Practice (ROP) for Site A (zoom-out view).
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Appendix 5. Conceptual design for dashboard reports generated by the Required Organizational Practice (ROP) 
Tracking Tool (model for 2 sites, 2 care units per site, and 2 ROPs).
See Appendices 8, 9, and 10 for examples of dashboard reports.
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Appendix 6. Conceptual design for centralized updating of Required Organizational Practice (ROP) Tracking Tool (for 2
sites, 2 care units per site, and 2 ROPs).
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Appendix 7. Site-specific dashboard for Site A.
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Appendix 8. Dashboard for each Required Organization Practice (ROP) on each patient care unit at Site A.
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Appendix 9. Regional health authority dashboard for each Required Organizational Practice (ROP) by site.
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Appendix 10. Regional health authority quantitative dashboard for a specific Required Organizational Practice (ROP).
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Appendix 11. Regional coordinator’s dashboard for a specific Required Organizational Practice (ROP) showing options
utilized to attain compliance.
